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Prince Harry kept silent yesterday
about the shock decision he and his
wife took last week to quit as full-time

royals at his first public appearance since
the bombshell announcement. Harry, 35,
took part in the draw for the 2021 Rugby
League World Cup in an engagement at
Buckingham Palace in London, planned
long before he and Meghan triggered the
still-unresolved royal crisis. He appeared
relaxed and jovial despite the tumult sur-
rounding him, with final decisions on the
Duke and Duchess of Sussex’s future due
within days.

After struggling in the spotlight, the cou-
ple said they wanted to step back as senior
royals and split their time between Britain
and Canada. They also said they wanted to
become financially independent from offi-
cial royal funding and pull out of the
palace’s media arrangements. They made
the announcement unilaterally on a new
website - without first checking with
Harry’s grandmother, Queen Elizabeth II.

Heading inside after meeting school-
children playing rugby on the lawns of the
queen’s official London residence, he said:
“Look after the grass though, yeah? Other-
wise I’ll get in trouble.” A reporter shouted
out: “How are the discussions going on your
future?” but Harry did not reply nor did he
say anything on the crisis during the com-
petition draw. He got a laugh as he turned
his back to stir the mini-rugby balls with the
participating countries’ names inside.

A jocular Harry then pretended to stir
them as if with a spoon, stopped and said:
“This is not a cooking show.” A December
photograph of the queen with Harry’s father
Prince Charles, brother Prince William and
nephew Prince George - the next three in
line to the throne - stirring Christmas pud-
dings at Buckingham Palace was reportedly
a factor that led to Harry feeling edged out

of the institution’s future.

Sport ‘saving lives’ 
Harry is patron of the Rugby Football

League, the sport’s governing body in Eng-
land. “Not only do I continue to see sport
actually changing lives, but it’s saving lives
as well,” he said. Jon Dutton, chief executive
of the 16-team tournament, hoped Harry’s
reduced role in the royal engagements
would not affect his involvement with the
World Cup, which takes place in October
and November next year. “What happens
next is for other people,” he told Sky News
television. “He’s made a commitment to the
sport and to the event and we very much
hope to see him in the future. What that role
is, it’s probably too early to say.”

Harry was summoned to a hastily
arranged family meeting on Monday with
his grandmother, Charles and William to
thrash out a way forward. They said they
would have preferred the Sussexes to re-
main as full-time royals but respected their
wish for a more independent life. The final

details of their new roles are set to be de-
termined in the coming days.

Vancouver visits 
Harry and Meghan spent six weeks over

Christmas on Vancouver Island on Canada’s
Pacific west coast - the duchess has already
returned after briefly coming back to
Britain. The couple’s son Archie, born in
May last year, had stayed in Canada.
Meghan, a 38-year-old US former televi-
sion actress, visited two women’s charities
in Vancouver on Tuesday, one proving sup-
port to women fleeing violence and another
which helps teenage girls living in poverty.

Harry is set to remain in Britain for meet-
ings early next week. Queen Elizabeth, 93,
is Canada’s head of state and Harry is there-
fore sixth in line to succeed her in that role.
Despite Canadians’ affection for the royal
couple, who married at Windsor Castle in
May 2018, a large majority (73 percent) do
not wish to foot security or other costs for
their relocation, according to polling firm
Angus Reid Institute. — AFP 

Bollywood star Sonam Kapoor Ahuja has warned Uber
users against the ride-hailing app in London after suf-
fering “the scariest experience” with a driver in the

British capital. The award-winning actress, 34, daughter of
“Slumdog Millionaire” star Anil Kapoor, said her driver was
apparently “unstable and was yelling and shouting” during the
journey. “I was shaking by the end of it,” she tweeted to her
12.8 million followers late Wednesday in London, tagging Uber,
which responded with an apparently automated message.

“I tried complaining on your app, and just got multiple dis-
connected replies by bots. You guys need to update your sys-
tem. The damage is done. There is nothing more you can do.
The best and safest is just to use the local public transportation
or cabs,” she suggested. Hours later, an Uber spokeswoman in
London said the incident was “regrettable and concerning”.
“What’s been described has no place on the Uber app and
we’re reviewing the matter,” she said.

Ride-hailing giant Uber has come under a storm of global
criticism over its passenger safety record. The company lost
its license in London after transport authorities said it had
failed to fix a litany of safety issues - including at least 14,000
cases of drivers handing their permits to unlicensed friends or
relatives. It continues to operate in the city pending an appeal.

In 2017, a woman raped by an Uber driver in India filed a
US lawsuit accusing the service of invading her privacy and
defaming her character. Last month, Uber released a report
saying it had tallied nearly 6,000 sexual assaults in the United
States - its biggest market - over the past couple of years. That
included more than 450 cases of rape.

In France, the firm is under pressure from a viral campaign
detailing sexual assault involving its drivers, under the hash-
tag #UberCestOver (Uber it’s over). Ahuja’s Uber incident
comes a week after she criticized British Airways on social
media for allegedly losing her luggage for the second time
this month. — AFP 

YouTube has driven millions of viewers to climate denial
videos, a US advocacy group charged yesterday as it
called for stopping “free promotion of misinformation” at

the platform. In response to the report by US-based online ac-
tivist group Avaaz, YouTube said it downplays “borderline” video
content while spotlighting authoritative sources and displaying
information boxes on searches related to climate change and
other topics. The Google-owned video sharing platform has re-
mained firm that while it removes content violating its policies
against hate, violence, and scams it does not censor ideas ex-
pressed in accordance with its rules.

“Our recommendations systems are not designed to filter or
demote videos or channels based on specific perspectives,”
YouTube said in response to an AFP inquiry. The company added
that it has “significantly invested in reducing recommendations of
borderline content and harmful misinformation, and raising up au-
thoritative voices.”

New York-based Avaaz said it scrutinized results of YouTube
searches using the terms “global warming,” “climate change,” and
“climate manipulation” to see what was offered by an “up next”
feature and as suggestions. Sixteen percent of the top 100 videos

served up in relation to the term “global warming” contained mis-
information, with the top 10 of those averaging more than a million
views each, according to Avaaz.

The portion of potentially misleading videos climbed to 21
percent for YouTube searches on the team “climate manipulation”
but fell to eight percent for searches using the term “climate
change,” according to Avaaz. “This is not about free speech, this
is about the free advertising,” Avaaz senior campaigner Julie
Deruy said in a release. “YouTube is giving factually inaccurate
videos that risk confusing people about one of the biggest crises
of our time.”

Who to believe? 
An AFP search at YouTube using the term “global warming”

yielded a results page topped by a box containing a Wikipedia
summary of the subject and a link to the page at the online ency-
clopedia. A list of suggested videos on the topic was dominated
by sources such as National Geographic, NASA, TED, and major
news organizations including CBS, PBS, Sky News, and AFP. Last
year, consumption on “channels” of authoritative news publishers
at the platform grew by 60 percent, according to YouTube.

“We prioritize authoritative voices for millions of news and in-
formation queries, and surface information panels on topics prone
to misinformation - including climate change - to provide users
with context alongside their content,” YouTube said. Avaaz called
on YouTube to yank climate change misinformation videos from
its recommendation formula completely, and make certain such
content doesn’t make money from ads at the platform.  — AFP 

Britain’s Prince Harry, Duke of Sussex, speaks to children playing rugby league prior to the draw
for the Rugby League World Cup 2021 at Buckingham Palace in London yesterday. — AFP


